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ABSTRACT 

The multiperipheralmodel is used to relate the experimental 

tot > tot ' ' fact, CJNN aNN' to the possibility that the NN channel can 

annihilate into ,purely meson final states by exchange of N or N 
t, 

traj ectories, whefeas the NN channel cannot do so: Our argument shows 

that from the multi-Regge bootstrap point of view, the combination of 

baryon and antibaryon trajectories will generate a pair of exchange-

degenerate trajectories pI and w. The same line of reasoning can 

easily be generalized to include strange particles, as well as the 

and - + (:rr p, :rr p) systems . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

It.is a familiar empirical fact that, if a larger number of two-

particle channels communicate with channelab than with channel ab, 

then the total cross section a - tends to be larger than ab at 

nonasymptotic energies. For example, the pp channel can communicate 

with pP:, 
o 0 

rr rr , + -rr rr , M, "L,°r, etc., whereas the pp 

channel can only communicate with pp. It.is well known that 

a - > a A similar correlation exists for the paired channels, 
pp pp 

(K-P, K+P), (rr-p, rr+p). In this note we propose to relate these 

'. phenomena to the generalized multiperipheral model recently developed 

1 by Chew, Goldberger, and Low (CGL) . The type of reasoning to be 

applied is illustrated by the following argument: If more two-particle 

channels communicate with ab than with ab, we will get more unitarity 

box diagrams (two-particle unitarity contributions) in ab than abo 

.The muitiperiphera:l model iterates the box diagrams to produce a series 

of mul tiparticle contributions to the cross section (i. e., to the forward-

elastic unitarity integral). Since each such contribution is positive 

definite, it follows that the channel with the larger number of box 
, 

diagrams has the larger total cross section, if we can demonstrate an 

equal magnitude for those box diagrams shared by the two channels. 

In Section II the multiperipheral model of CGL has been gener-

alized to exchange several trajectories. In Section III the multiperiph-

eral model is applied to NN and NN channels. Some Reggeon boot-

strap" arguments are given in Section IV. In the last section some 

general remarks are made to include the strangeness and the isospin in . 

the model. 
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II. ,THE MULTIPERIPHERAL MODEL 

Let us briefly review the multiperipheral model. " A function 

called B was introduced in CGLby 
a 

where A (p P ') is the absorptive part of the ab ~ ab elastic ab a' b 

amplitude at forward direction. The function Ba satisfies-the 

integral equation 

::: Ia (Pa,Pb; Q') + fBa (Pa,Q;;QJK(Q"Q' ,Pb) 5+[ (Q, - QI)2 - !J. 2 Jd4Q , 

(2) 

where "Ia correspond~ to two-particleunitarity, namely 

while,the kernel K is given by 

(4) 

In a multi-Regge model G and t3 are' the external and internal vertex 

couplings respectively, and f is the factor C:: i ~a. The kernel 
, 0., 

• 

• 
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can take other forms in other multiperipheral models. Equation (1) 

and Eq. (2) can be Written symbolically as 

= JB.· G
b 

.. a 
and 

The CGL e·quations asswned only one kind of trajectory to be 

exchanged. If several Reggeons ~,a2,···am are exchanged, these 

equations should be written 

with 

where 
a.b 

G 1 
X 

a. 
B 1 

a 

a. 
I 1 
a 

== 

a.a. 
K J 1 

Y 

== 

z 

, 

, 

(see Fig: Ib) , 

·G a .a.)21 a./ 2 
Po J 1 f]. 

.I-'y , 

is the external coupling of particles b and x to 

(6) 

(8) 

the Reg~eon 
sa . 

a., in the sense of Fig. la, and ~imilarly 
]. 

. for: G 1, 
Z 



-a.a. 
~ J 1 

Y 

x 
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is the internal coupling of the two Reggeons a. and 
1, 

a. to the particle y, in the sense of Fig. lb; and 
'J 

means to sum over all stable particles x which conserve 

baryon number, strangeness, and isospin2 at the end vertex 

coupling b, and similarly for the symbols ~ and ~ 
y z 

• 
t 

• 
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III. MULTIPERIPHERAL MODEL IN NN AND NN CHANNELS 

I~ 
For the'sake of simplicity and clarity, we begin with the special 

case of NN and NN elastic. ~~~ttering and include as exchanged 

trajectories only the nucleon N (or 6), the antinucleon N (or L;), 
, , 

and an averaged effective nonstrange meson M (including both signa-

tures).3 The justification for using only one kind of meson is that the 

important nonstrange mesons like pI, p, w, and. A2 have roughly the 

same intercept and slope at t = 0 on the Chew-Frautschi plot. The 
4 . 

Pomeron P is different but there are arguments ,5 against the 

importance of Pomeron repetition in the multiperipheral chain. Of 

course in the lowest~rder unitarity box diagrams, we have to consider 

the Pomeron as an important trajectory. Hence, in the following 

discussion the Pomeron appears only in unitarity box diagrams. To make 

this feature explicit, we rewrite Eqs. ,(5) and (6) as 

where 

K ji 
Y 

, i 

, (9a) 

M,N,N , (10) 
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and 

Z,x 

where Taba is the part of the elastic amplitude where only the a 

,trajectory is exchanged, and P denotes "Pomeron" and M our 

average effective meson. 

(11) 

(12) 

P P 
Now we propose to argue that ~. "'" Ami.' From the experimentai 

data, the total elastic cross sections6 for NN and NN are roughly 

equa17 for PL > 2.GeV/c, i. e., . el el 
(JNN ."'" (JNN • but by definition 

'J 
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Now M(+) and M(-) have the same intercept and slope at 

I -ina 
t = 0, so the usual Regge signature factor 1 ± e . leads to a 

90-degree phase diffe,rencebeti-ieen T 
M(T)·, MC-) and T" ..... Thus ab ... ab 

IT MI2 = IT M(+) 12 + IT M(-)1 2. 
ab ab ab 

Then, since the CPT theorem implies 

Next. if we subtract Eq. (9a) from (9b), we get 

From the dearth of stable B = 2, s = ° baryons produced in high 

energy collisions and conversely the abundance of nonstrangemeson 

(B = 0, s = 0) production, we conclude that 

and By the CPT theorem we also know 

(G}~N)2 = (Gx
NN)2, ~ = ON' 

Equation (10) and .Eq.(13) 

NN NN 
K = K x y' and 

can then be reduced to 

Ami -~ ~ fllJ.~ (~Mii)2 - (~MN)2 + 'f[CEr.N - Er.lI)(G/N} 
(14) 

Er. N - Er. N ~ INN + fEr. MC~ Mii K'ii<!ll) + ~ ft Er. N Er. N) Ky NN 
(15) 

Because the symbol M in our model contains both positive and 

negative signature mesons, in general the CPT theorem will not give 
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rough equality el el 
aNN, ~ aNN ' _ exchange degeneracy among meson~ and 

other experimental results,8,9,lO we _believe it would be a reasonable 

GOth d . t· t t k fBNM(GMN)2 "" ~_M_,(_GMN)2 and _ or er approxlma ,lon 0 ,a e- JL
N 

JR_M IcMN, ~ (,B
N

M lt~_MN . t -N -"N .'" J J -"N as our lnpu . Then Eqs. (lq.) and (15) will 

become 

L J(~N 
x 

~ N + L j(B
N
N - BNN)Ky

NN 

y 

, (16) 

Since all quantities in Eq. (16) and Eq. (17) are evaluated at 

forward direction both _ ~N and K NN are positive - y 

can be solved by iter~tion,so both (~N _ ~N) and 

definite; Eq. (17) 

(Amf -~) must 

be pos:i!ti ve. From the opfical theorem we have thus shown that 

aNN > aNN at nonasymp'totic energies. 

The physical meaning behind Eqs. (16) and (17) is very simple. -

With~n our model the difference aNN - aNi arises because the NN 

channel can annihilate into pure meson final statesll by exchange of 

N (or N) - trajectories while the NN channel cannot. 

-. 

• 

-t; -
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IV. REGGEON BOOTSTRAP 

In order to calculate ~ - 1\m explicitly we must assume 

.j~Xplici t forms for the kernel K NN as well as for 
y 

a 

step we do not propose to take here. However, we wish to discuss this 

problem from the bootstrap point of view. In the usual Regge theory, 

if we neglect isospi'ri dependence in NN and NN, Regge fi,ttingsays 

+ i3 , p 
, 

(18) 

, 

at t 0, where So is a constant. Then 

(20) 

Comparing Eq. (20) with Eqs. (16) and (17), we get a result of 

interest to bootstrap arguments" since it can be proved that equations 

of the latter form lead to Regge poles. According to Eqs. (16) and 

(17) our model forms a combination of baryon and antibaryon trajectories. 

The meson-meson contribution, we suggest, is small. 

, Furthermore, we notice that in high energy production process, 

.. (NN-.) paJ.' rs are rare .12 ThJ.' s J.' mplJ.· es mainly mesons are produced; 

,.1 
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p. NM 
I-'N ' 

MM 
K, , 

Y 
and 

K NN. 
.y, 

If we accept this experimental fact, the meson 

and nucieon channels are decoupled. That is,from Eqs. (9a), (9b), 

and (10), we get 

~ + ~ ~ ~p + 2JBN M(Gfl~)2 + I J(BN
N 

'+ ~N~)(GxNN)2 , 

R_M _ I M 
-N - N + 

x 

[J~M Ky,MM + f~N ~ NM + ~N KjNM) 

y' 

~ . ~ M + I f BN M Ky ' MM , 

y' 

(Br/' + ~N) ~ INN + J ~ M(K,,!IM + KriMN) + I J(~if + ~N)KyNN 
y . 

~ INN + '2: f~N + 'BNN)K
y

NN 

y. 

By adding Eqs. (18) and (19), we get 

(21) 

(22) 

(24) 

~. 

~I 
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Because the kernels of Eqs. (23) and (17) are identical, it 

, follows that besides the w trajectory, the combination of N and N 

trajectories will generate another meson trajectory ~,.' which has the 

same intercept and slope ,as (I). The apt cont:r:ibutes only to 

(AmY + ~), not"to (AmY - ~), whereasforw the converse is true; 

i.e. , a, 
P 

has positive signature, a has negative signature. 
(I) " 

Thus 

our model gives an explanation of the exchange degeneracy between 

a i and a. 
P (I) 

The effective meson. trajectory M may be expected to generate 

an even' signature Regge pole, which Chew and PignotU4 (CP) have 

identified with Pomeron. For more discussion of bootstrap questions, 

seeCGLl and CP. 4, 
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V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

The above line of reasoning is easily generalized to include 

strange particles. The key points in our previo~s argument, leading to 

partial approximate diagonalization of the multiperipheral kernel, were 

the low rates of production. of B = 2 'particles and BB pairs. These 

points remain true in general. Furthermore, the low rate of production 

of mesons with B = 0, /s / = 2; B = 0, . s = 0, I = 2, together, with 

the fact that the nucleon and kaon have I = 1/2, allows a partial 

diagonalization with respect to Ai<N ± AKN and with respect to 

A-
N 

± A N' by arguments which completely parallel the preceding. We 
rr . rr 

then can. conclude that cr > cr + 
K~p K p' cr _ > cr + " We do not attempt 

rr p rr p . 

here to exhaust all applications of our general argument .. The principle 

should be clear from the above examples. 
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00 

00 

m=2 

0- ~ 

pp-.?NN+m:n: 
i 

00 

m=l 

o 
pp-.?NN+m:n: 

o - - + _ - 0 pp-.? pp:n::n: - pp-.? pp:n:+:n:-

0- - :::::: 0 .' 
pp-.? NN+3:n: pp-.? NN+3:n: 

(0 - - 0 ) pp pp 

00 

m=l 

for 2 GeV/c < PL , 

for 2 GeV/c < PL ' 

for 2 GeV/c <PL ' 

3 GeV/c < PL< J GeV/c 

3 GeV/c < PL < 7 GeV/c 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
a.b 

Fig.h{a) The external couplings G l 
X 

a.a. 

and 
00. 

G l 
Z 
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~y J l, and the two-particle unitarity (b) The internal coupling 
" a. 

contribution Ia l 
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